Previous Participant Comments
"I had a fantastic time, as always….I've wondered since the first tour whether my obsession with
Scotland is really with Scotland itself or if it's primarily with the music. I have a hard time
separating the two, which I guess means that you have done what you set out to do when you
started these tours in the first place."
Alison Davidow 2006, 2008, 2010, 2013, 2014
“To be able to transmit your love of Scotland to us who take your tour is a rare and precious
gift…”
Ann Hoff, 2007, 2008, 2010
"A million thanks for the most amazing tour. You are a gem and your singing will stay with me
always…this tour is truly something special; not just a tour of Scotland…we shared moments of
Scotland's soul…..did I enjoy the tour? Are you kidding!.. best tour ever…I was moved almost
daily to tears (the good kind)."
Kimberly Wasson 2010
"For me personally, it was the trip of a lifetime, the one I always wanted to take. The pace was
just right between staying put and moving on…the music, which occurred in conjunction with
various places visited, was especially moving to heart and head. You and Charles and Ian really
were a great team….I feel absolutely evangelical about the experience and am spreading the
word to anyone with patience to listen.”
Robert Rogers 2009
"Thanks again for giving us a lot more of everything than we had any right to expect…its no
wonder that several members of our group had been with you several times.""
Russell Gunn, Sept 2003
“I wanted to let you know how much fun I had on this trip! Your love for the music and
geography and history of Scotland made each day there so exciting. I could not wait to wake up
and see what we would do next. I had a wonderful time…I really felt I was home over there."
Julie Moore Sept 2003
"Not only did I find Scotland breathtakingly beautiful; but you adding such a rich layer of
personal experiences and connections through songs and stories had a profound effect on me…"
Ranleigh Hirsch, 2009

"I'd always thought tours were impersonal and uncomfortable; but yours is anything but…."
Anita Garland 2009
"What an amazingly, blessedly wonderful tour you provided us. If we'd had the imagination and
knowledge to devise the ideal Scottish trip for us….it would have been this one. At the end of
our first day in Edinburgh, Chip and I went to bed so content that we wondered how it could get
any better. And then each night we wondered the same, all the way through."
Nancy & Chip Hatch 2001
"To me, it felt like you opened the door to your home (Scotland) and invited us in to look
around. You and your friends, by passionately sharing your opinions, thoughts, stories, songs and
memories, made this trip personal, and that is a gift of immeasurable worth."
Julia Hart 2006
"One of the best things I've ever done in my life…"
Diane McCullough 2005
"If you're going to Scotland, you MUST go with Ed…"
Ardella Hurd (4 time group member)

